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Thursday, January 11, 1968
NEW MEXICO LOBO

nglish Teachers
To Gain ,ractice
In Intern Program

Meteorite Authority Speaks
Recent research shows that
meteors are probably about a
billion years older than our planet, a meteorite authority, Dr.
Brian H. Mason, said in a speech
here last night.
"We've obtained consistant results from radiological tests
which determined meteorite matetial to be about four and a half
billion years old," the scientist
said, "and it is now thought the
earth was formed about three and
a half billion years ago.''
Dr, Mason is the curator and

Albuquerque Academy and
UNM have announced an English
teaching intern program for college vraduates.
Ashby Harper, Academy headmaster, and Dr. George)?. Springer, dean of the UNM Graduate
School, said the teaching intern
program is designed to give outstanding college graduates an opportunity to teach in a secondary
school at the same time that they
are completing work for their
master's degrees.
The teaching intern will be appointed for two years during
which he will teach on a halftime basis at the Academy. During the same time, he will spend
half-time at UNM on graduate
work leading to a master's degree
Dr. Ferrel Heady, UNM presiin English.
dent-elect,
told. the Albuquerque
A stipend of $3000 for each
Downtown
Association
last night
school year will be paid the teachthat
the
future
of
UNM
and Aling intern by Albuquerque Acaare
intimbuquerque's
downtown
demy and he will be provided with
·
ately
intertwined.
a full tuition scholarship at UNM.
"Future problems and opporDeadline for applications is
tunities
for both call for joint
Jan. 25. Application forms may be
consideration
and planning," he
obtained from Ashby Harper, Alsaid.
buquerque Academy, Box 3588,
Dr. Heady, spealting at the
Albuquerque.
Downtown
Association annual
The internship will begin next
fall.

supervisor of the division of
meteorites at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C.
He has been involved in agedating processes on meteorites
using uranium-lead, potassium.
argon, and rubidium-strontium
tests. Results of these tests when
compared with tests of the age
of the earth seem to sustantiate
the theory that the planets were
formed from conglomerations of
space debris rather than from
spin-offs of the sun.
Elements found in meteorites

Downtown Association

was another topic which Mason
included in his lecture.
"We can see evidence that at
one time there was plutonium in
the space debris," he said. "There
is no evidence of plutoium· in the
earth's structure although the element bas been created in nuclear
reactors.''
The evidence of plutonium and
other short-lived elements was
discovered through the, use of a
special · etching process on the
crystal structures in meteorites.
Dr. Mason has written an article on meteoritic research which
· was published in the December
edition of American Scientist.
Earlier in the day, Dr. Mason
visitedtheinstitutebfMeteoritics
as UNM and viewed ~he worl~'s
largest stoney meteorite on dls-

• •ty- c•t:
I y probl ems
Un•versl
DiSCUSSedbyUNM'sl-leady pbyh~.

WANT ADS
SERVICES
rYPJNG WANTED: 7 yrs. experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Excellent accuracy. Straight typing (term
papers etc.} 35c per page-you :lurnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. I'refer you eaU Tne. or Tburs
nights. 244-9451.
•
TYPING WANTED: 7 Y1'8· experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex·
cellent accurscy. Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35¢ per page-you furnish
paper. Paper fnrnisl•ed at one cent a
s~eet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
mghbi. 242-9451.
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, &II
makes. 20 percent discount -with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until g
p.m. on Monday &: thul'l!day. E &: E
Typewriter Service, 221~ Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
HELP WANTED: 3 female students to
-work 4 hours per d&Y. $1.65 per hr
after training. Call 268·99~2.
•
ROO:M&BOARD
"T~NSFERRING to UNM t Tl'Y this for
livmg. 20 meals a -week, color TV, maid
and linen service for eoJlege studelits.
The College Inn, 303 Ash Street, N.E.,
Phone 243-2881!'
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 4. drawer filing cabinet. 4'4"
:x 15" x 26". Excellent :for c1aaa notes or
just about anything. Phone 256·1669.
1/8-12.
UNITRON TELESCOPE, excellent 2.4"
refractor. Original coot $150., now $100.
Call 842-1895. Lee Dawson. thrn 2/5.
COLLEGE INN Contract at a discount.
Call 21:1-~440 :MTWTF 1 :00 to 2:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED APT. Utilities paid. $65.00
month. 1609 Silver SE. 243-1086.
LOST
GIRL's Sliver & Turquoise Ring. In the
new Librsry-first lloor ladles' room.
Loot on Je,nuary 6 at 1:4.0 p.m. Phone
2-43-5438 evenings, please. Reward.
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listen to KUNM
MR. G's PIZZA
IS BACK
Now At The
Triangle Lounge

Course Planned
In Nuclear Energy
A new course in the natural
,sciences and humanities, "Applications of Nuclear Energy," will
be taught here next semester.
This course, offered by the department of nuclear engineering,
is especially appropriate for residents of New Mexico. It is designed to acquaint the non-technical student in the humanities
with nuclear energy and its
peaceful applications.
Texts for the course will include a number of booklets published by the United States Atomic Energy Commission, written
for the layman, and a textbook,
"Radiation an dLife," by George
E. Davis of Iowa State Univer•
sity. The course will be taught by
Dr. Robert L. Long, assistant
professor of nuclear engineering.
The course is designated as NE
230.
The only prerequisite is high
school algebra.
The material will be presented
through a variety of visual aids
and demonstrations. A number of
AEC motion pictures will be
shown and tours of the UNM Nuclear Reactor and Sandia Laboratory Reactor Facilities will be
arranged. The course carries
three credit hours.
The course has been approved
as a natural science elective for
the Colleges of Education and
Fine Arts.
It will be taught for the first
t.ime during the spring semester.
Class timi'S are from 3 :30 p.m.
to 4 :20 -p.m. on :M:ondays1 Wednes•
duyf., and Fridays.
In detailing the developments
in the field of nuclear ertergy, the
socio-economic consequences of
various activities will be included,
and the results. of Project Gasbuggy will be given special emphasis, Dr. Long said.

January
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\'ety calm, very dignified.

The Hmue ttll'oo/1 CiJrner

Happy Birthday,
Black Knight

membernhip dinner, said that hving a large university in a large
city presented much opportqnity
for interaction. He mentioned
that research projects community
services of the Bur~au of Busness Research, career training
programs and short courses already in progress, and the UNM
Research Park were being sponsored.
Three current problems for
joint University-city co-operation
were discussed by the president.
elect, including development of
the area between the University
and downtown, providing housing
facilities for married students,
and establishing convention facilities to be used by large convention groups and educational and
learned societies.
Dr. Heady said that within ten
years the UNM academic plant
'vill be at least half again as large
as it is today and noted that enrollment has doubled since 1960.
He pointed out that the University has an annual budget of
nearly $40 million with $10 million being spent by students residing in Bernalillo county.
Building contracts, payrolls and
other expenditures put the University among the top in Albuquerque's industries, Dr. Heady
said.

Off-Campus Housing
Needed Next Term
Students at UNM greatly need
off-campus housing next semester. Landlords with available
rentals can call 277-4707, said
Jim Smith, dkector of housing
at UNM.
Smith said he wants to get the
listings for next semester up to
date.
Needs include an extra bedroom for single students and full
houses for incoming faculty, married, and graduate students.

Distinguished Jurist

To Speak Tomorrow,

Charles E. Wyznaski Jr., one
of the nation's most distinguished
jurists, will lecture on "The Law
of Change" tomorrow at '7:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
Wyzanski is Chief Judge of the
U.S. District Court in Boston, a
senator of Phi Beta: Kappa, and
an honorary senior fellow of the
Harvard School of F'ellows.
The late Just.ice Felix Frankfurter of the Supreme Court described Wyzanski as "one of the
most brilliant law students I ever
had." He has lectured extensively
at universities irt the U.S. and
abroad.

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626
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Students
~udge
ForenSICS
• Wdl
Tourney

UNM undergraduates or graduate students have been asked to
serve as judges for a statewide
high school forensics tournament
which will be held on campus
Feb. 2-3.
Abollt 20 judges are needed for
debate, oratory, and oral interpretation events. The tournament
will run all day Friday and Sat.
urday, but judges will not be
asked to serve all of both days.
Students interested may contact Prof. Robert C. Dick in room
201 of the Speech Annex, 1'717
Roma NE, or Howard Cowper,
room B09 of the annex.

Poetry Pess Opens

Spring Competition
The National Poetry Press has
announced the opening of its
spring competition. The closing
date for the submission of student
manuscripts is April 10.
Any student attending either
junior or senior college is eligible
to submit verse. There is no limitation as to :form or theme although shorter works are preferred.
Each pOem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet and
must bear the name ~~ond home address of the student. Manuscripts
should be sent to the Office of the
Press; National Poetry Press;
3210 Selby Ave.; Los Angeles,
Calif. 90034.

Rec Board Meeting
Associated Students Intramural
and Recreation Board will meet
Thursday, Jan. 11, at 3:30 p.m. in
the Seminar room of Johnson
Gym.
· nllan!ook ch, _ Oregon

$pKial 89 Cllllb lb.

Fremont's
-A Sflccialty Food ShopCoronado Center
298·5483

Skiers Plan Trip
To Colorado Area
During Vacation

Looking for a way to spend
semester break? The UNM Ski
Club is offering three days <1f
skiing at Purgatory ski area in
southwestern Colorado for $38.
The price includes round-trip
transportation to Durango, Colo.,
by Continental Trailways bus,
tram~portation ea~h day to and
from the ski run 16 miles away,
three nights lodging in Durango,
and three days ski passes.
Lodging costs are based on
four-person occupancy of each
room; other arrangements can be
made, however. Insurance for the
trip is available for $1.
Applications for the trip will
be available from ski club members in the New Mexico Union
from noon to 1 p.m. today.

Our Seventy~Fitst Year of Editorial freedom
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's''iieuQUERQUE sio.l'~s AND'
SANTA FE

Hou$41 of Hallmark

olt'ers floe largest selectian of
tiMS in thi's otea.

v.. Jeto.

.-'IICI

.All

gaods for the Bride· to be.
Frea Wedding Plann•r book with
papel'

CoMpleleO.....

c - in ond c_,...,.
3501 l - lllwd. NE

Albuquerque Associati~~~~~r R e
tired Persons announced plans :;;
f
send a formal lett
the University ree~d:nft·otest toThe statemett
"d ;,Th
tion of the stude:t1 '
~ .acof Stokley C m'sh (t~e fhmng
ar tc ae
or a
5 eakin

ent

tIre~

Book Exchange Opens
Jan. 22 by Snack Bar

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
ON TIRES DO IT AT •.•

·; s;~-~

~

t_uquerque and N~w Mexico many
. befored, Vl~ newspapers,
e evlston, an radJo.
"If it is legal and appropriate
for the ~ewsp~pers and television
and r~dto- statiOns to present Mr.
Carmichael on the basis of freedom of the press, I believe it is
e~ const;;_e~~t~:~~~~t) ha~t arou~- 1egal and appropriate for the stuBut the fact is tb tiC Mexcl Cemen_ •
Mr. Carmichael
a
r. · artm- onentsthB;to bpres~nt
a s Is of freedom of
speech," the statement continued
Popejoy began the statement
by saying that he supported the
Constitution of the United States
and was especially interested in
the First Amendment to the Constitution that guarantees to every
American citizen freedom of
•
speech, press, and assembly.
"Our University students aille
The long-planned student book a starting wage of $1.15 an hour. fully qualified to make judgments
·exchange will begin operation
"We're really looking for peo- regarding any statements Mr
next to the Union snack-bar area ple like student wives to staff Carmichael may make or any
Jan. 22, says NSA Coordinator th~ excha~ge, since we'll be oper- statements attributed to him by
~teve Black, NSA is co-sponsoratmg durmg finals. Applicants n~wspapers and radio and televimg the exchange with SDS.
can see me in the NSA office in SIOn broadcasters," he continued
the Union," said Black.
T~e book exchange is designed
"We believe our students ar~
A ten per cent discount on all a sophisticated group capable of
to g1ve buyers and sellers of used
textbooks a better price. A. sam- purchases made by campus stu- making an intelligent evaluation
dent organizations in the Asso- of issues. I don't agree with any
ple transaction might be:
A student wants to sell a book ciated Students Bookstore is now of Mr. Carmichael's theories but
in effect, said Rob- Burton, Union I believe the students of UNM
f~r which the Bookstore will give
Board member.
him $5 and resell for $6.50.
have the right to bring him here
Burton said he had been talking as a speaker," Popejoy said.
At the exchange a surcharge of with Bookstore Manager A. 0.
"We should never put ourselves
five per cent will be added 'to· this Jackson for "a couple of months
in
a position of suppressing ideas
basic price (obtained from Book- in an ~ttempt to bring this about.
or
dissent," Popejoy concluded.
store lists), making it possible I can t see any reason for the
for a student to sell his book at Associated Students to make a
up· to $1..25 more tlum t;b(' Book. profit in the Books'tore," be said.
store would give hint. A book
"The situation would be just
could sell fo1• the same price :fin- like· graft if it weren't for the
ally, but individual students \~ould fact that Bookstore profits go to
pocket the profit instead of the the University. They don't revert
Bookstore.
to the Associated Students. It
"We could handle 3000 books" seemed reasonable to Jackson that
~ays _NSA Coordinator Black. these student monies, or ten per
And if the seller will settle for cent of them, anyway, could be
a five per cent profit over the better spent elsewhere. And so
Bookstore's offer, we'll be able to the discount," Burton continued.
offer buyers a 20 per cent savThe agreement, he said, covers
ing."
Greek organizations as well as
The exchange will maintain "any campus student organizacopies of the required books list tion. I'm afraid that means the
for customers 1·eference, Black necessity of an ASUNM charter
said. Additionally, the exchange for the organization, but that's
will be looking for sales help .at the only restriction we discussed.''
ment supporting the Associated
Studen~s Speakers Committee's
schedulmg of controversial black
power advocate Stokley Carmi:
chael for a speaking engagement
on campus Feb. 21.
The statement came after numerous city residents and one Albuquerque civic organization protested Cal'michael's visit to UNM

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210'THIRD NW
247-8219

; " .:;{/j~····· .
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Popejoy Issues S ~,

255 4119

1atwM!JJ

ur~HEiktUY

SCIIULTZ, an 18-year-old freshman sponsored by Cook's
"mroc store_. was c~osen as the UNM Ski Club's Miss Stretch Pants
of 196h8 last mght. M1ss Schultz modeled ski clothes in the contest and
was c: osen for the authenticity and fit of her clothing and her stage
pr~senc(Pe.hShcbwas a\varded a season pass to a local ski area as first
pnze.
oto y Paw1ey)

MOTORCYCLES

GO WITH TAE LEADER

GO
TRIUMPH
200 C.C.. TO 650 C.C.

Clean clothes •••
••• last longerl

For Professional
DRY CLEANING

AT
1/WctrORSPORfr
FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

call 243-5671 todayl

-:;~

PHONE 265-6531

..

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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To Be Continued
This is the last issue of The
Lobo this semester. We will
not publish during closed week
or final exams week, but our
next issue will be out Monday,
Feb. 5.

Students Ill
Dl>wntown for

·

EXICO

Purgatory

m118111HHIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIHIIIHHIIIIIIMinlllll\Mill1liMIIMillfiiWH11MlniiMI~

lography machine, ·
···
"waves" are recordad on an elec·
trocncephalogram.
The cats used in Bennett's tests
have been taught to respond to
various signals in order to receive a milk" reward. A cat is
placed in a glass-fronted box
about three feet squl\re, and soon

TH,{E(W;\S TilE SCENE at the Johnson Gym ticket offic~ yesterday
before 5 as about 35 students from Coronado and Mesa
V1sts. halls and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity prepared to camp out
all n1ght to get ch.oice seats for tomorrow night's UNM·Wyoming
basketball game.•Tickets went on sale at 8 this morning. Students
who cannot get tickets today are asked to call The Lobo office ext
420Z. (Photo by 'Pawley)
'
'
a~ternoon JUSt
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Graduate Student
(Continued il'om page 1)
with them," Dr. Rhodes says.
MOST OF THE animals are
"because if they do they make a
bee-line for the lab and jump in run-down and underweight, and
the box. They seem to enjoy the some are ill. "It costs more to
experiments and the milk re- take care of these animals, but
we have a responsibility to see
wai·ds."
The cats live in large light that they are never mistreated
rooms which are cleaned daily and are kept healthy," he exwith pine oil by undergraduate plains.
The psychology department
students on the work-study program. The animals' diets are abides by stringent. humane treatcarefully supel'Vised and they are ment laws enacted last year by
given plenty of exercise and med- the Department of Agriculture.
ieaf care, as well as affection and The federal laws, which will go
into operation this year, specify
attention.
CATS FOR THE experiments the kind of care required for anil!le obtained by the UNM Medi- mals used in scientific experical School from the Albuquerque me.nts.
"TH;E LAWS DO no say what
Animal Control Center. "We use
only strays which the pound has may be done experimentally to
scheduled to be sacrificed when the animals," Dr. Rhodes says,
they have not been claimed after "because there would be no way
to get .qualified inspection if the
three days," Dr. Rhodes says.
They cannot buy or accept ani- law limited what could be done."
mals from breeders or donors be- He calls the law a good one which
cause there is always the danger will force labs to provide adethat the animal is stolen and may quate care for their animals.
have been a family pet, he says.
"Its intent looks very good.
"The animals we receive have Any scientist can and should live
usually been mistreated by their "with it," he concludes.
owners, or by life, and we must
The operation performed to inbring them to as healthy a con- sert the electrode· into a eat's
dition as we c~m before we work skull is "not very complex," Ben-

---·.....

.
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Testing Cats' Brain Activity\
nett says, and the apparatus is
painless for the animal, as is the
operation, which is performed
under anethesia.
AN ATLAS LIKE a road map
with numbered guides on photographs of a eat's skull is used to
locate the two areas of the brain
being studied.
Cats are kept under observation for two weeks after the operation before they are used in
experiments, and only he,althy
cats are operated on, Bennett
says.

.

.
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(Continued from page 1)
the BEF left the item intact fm·
submission to the legislature.
State appropriation will be one
source of revenue for the branch.
In order to meet the proposed
budget of $59,000 for the first
year, residents in the Gallup-McKinley county school district will
have to approve a special propel•ty tax, probably in an election
this spring, if the branch proposal advances th~·ough the legislature. Additional funds will come
from tuition and fees which will
be charged students at the same
rate as at UNM's main campus.
University officials said all aca.demic regulations and entrance
requirements at the parent campus will also apply at the branch.
The UNM academic departments
will exercise cont1•ol in selection

KUNM Guidelines
•
Undesirable
Dear Editor:
The establishment of guidelines for KUNM is, I believe,
quite undesirable when communications are involved; for, if we
are to permit such an authoritarian measure to be taken by students, we should also permit the
American Legion and othe1• organizations' desired suppression
of The Juggle1· or The Lobo. The
only guidelines to which the station manager should be held are
those of good journalistic ethics.
If he meets these requirements,
he is entitled to the same free-

.

a collection ·. of
.by the directors· Qf(·'~~,~:~~·>M~~

d

I
1

Lett('r~

arc welcome, and
should lle no longer than 250
words typewrittenJ
double

spaced. Name, telephone num..

ber and address miiSt be included, although name will be
WJtncuWJ uvon request.

Students May Apply
For Six Committees

dom as othe1· editors to schedule
and plan his programs to his satisfaction without interference.
Is the shopworn issue oi "comCommittees which have openmunication with students" really
ings
are: Popular Entertainment;
involved? I doubt if it is, since
Speaker's
Committee;
Radio
communication to most people
Board;
Program
Directorate;
simply means implementing their
Union Board; and Cultural Comcourse of action.
mittee.
On the other hand, if communStudents wishing to apply for
ication is a valid issue, I would
a
}>osition
on one of these commitsuggest selection of a manager
who favors current Radio Board tees may contact Mrs. Ida Mae
policy when that position be- McGinn at the Activities Center
comes vacant or making sugges- in the Union.
tions in place of establishing
Patronize Lobo Advertisers
dangerous I>recedents.
George Howard

The Department of Health, Ed- higher learning or enter areas
ucation, and V{ e I f a r e has an- of public service, will focus on
nounced the allocation of ten na- development of specific language
tional defense foreign language skills.
fellowships in Spanish and PorAwards will include tuition and
tuguese to UNM for the 1968-69
fees,
maintenance, and travel and
academic year.
The program, which will be dependency allowances at an avergranted to qualified students pre- age cost of $4100 for the academic
pal'ing to teach in institutions of __::......_
year.
-··--·-···

___________

_____

-~~rr.~
Twenty-five of the year's most AAUF. The exhibit will be open
distinguished books pub)ished by to the public free of charge from
members of the American Asso- 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and from 1 to 5
ciation of University Presses are p.m. Monday through Friday unon display in the lobby of the til Jan. 19.
UNM Press, room 220 in the
journaHsm building.
'The Husfter
The book show, entitled "An
"The Hustler" will be shown
Awareness of Quality" represents
at the Baptist Student Union at
the finest examples of bookmaking 7:30 tonight as part of the Bapto be found throughout the tist Student Union film series.

OR) CONCERT HAll
..

·•>t'

..

The Cultural Program Committee
and the Sandia Kiwanis Club
Present
Travel-Adventure in the

Six student committees at
UNM now have openings for the
spring semester, ASUNM President John Thorson reported this
week.

U. Given Fellowships for language Study

----··----

U. Press Features Free Book Exhibit

of faculty .for the branch, just as work fo1• pre-engineering and
they do at UNM. As a result, pre-nursing students.
credits earned at the branch will
Ultimately, the branch pl·obbe the same as if they were ably would offer sufficient courses
earned at the main campus.
so that students enrolled there,
Plans call for use of some Gal- after completing two full years,
lup high school facilities, plus would be able to transfer to UNM
several new temporary, movable at Albuquerque as juniors.
classroom buildings owned by the
The University does not .now
Gallup school system and which
will be pluced adjacent to the high operate any branches, although it
has graduate cente1·s at Los Alaschool.
mos and at Holloman Air Force
UNM officials have predicted a
first-year enrollment of about 200 Missile Development Center, Alastudents, including full- and part- morgordo. At the same time the
faculty approved the administl·atime enrollees.
.
, The University anticipates that tion's proposal for a branch at
the first-year program at Gallup Gallup, it recommended that the
would include required beginning president appoint a committee to
courses for students in arts and study the proper objectives for
sciences, education, business ad- branch college academic programs
ministration, and secretarial sci- and the kinds of academic curricence. If teachers are available it ula needed to achieve these obis hoped to be able to offer some .iectives.

Letters

TIM BENNETT, UNM psy~hology graduate student, checks the
electroencephalograph machine recording electrical activity in a eat's
brain during an operant-conditioning learning task. Bennett is cur.
rently completing work on a doctoral dissertation study on electrophysiology of animals' brains. (Photo by Pawley).

[

Page 3
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Gallup .Branch· Okayed

"There hasn't been much work
done in these areas of the· brain,"
Bennett says, and very little is
known about electrophysiology·
and its significance in learning
and behavior. ·

"WE HAVE NOT solved the
neuro-anatomical concept of even
the simplest tasks," Bennett explains, "so we must first try to
understand the basic processes in
simple learning activities of ani.l.
mals.'' Cats are used because they
are high on the phylogenetic
scale-they have relatively complex brains-and because all cats
have "very consistent brains," he
says.

January 12," 1968

PHILIPPINES
An Exciting Full Color Film
'

Document personally narrated by

RUS POTTER
FRIDAY EVE., JAN. 19- 7:30 P.M.
ADMISSION - ADULTS $1 .50
FACULTY $1.25- STUDENTS $1.00

Tel. 277-3121

I=RCONC~RT I-IALL
The Cultural Program Committee
and Southwest Concerts, Inc.
Present

tfl CONCERT I-IALL
and the Cultural Program Committee
Present

AT THE SELLOUT PREMIERE
"Santa Claus Came 49 Weeks Early"
·Judith Crist, WORLD JOURNAL TRIBUNE

AT LINCOLN

CENTER'S PHILHARMONIC HALL THE CRITICS SAID:
"An Excellent Cross-Section"
"Like a Breath of Fresh Air"

"Extremely Worthwhile"

cas

CUE MAGAZINE

PROGRAM NO. 1

PROGRAM NO. 2

Enter Kamlet Fred Mogubgub, U.S.A.
Renaissance Walerian Borowczyk, Poland
les Mistons '67 Francois Truffaut, France
Running, Jumping, and Standing Still Film Richard Lester, England
Two Castles Bruno Bozzetto, Italy
'llle Fat and the Lean Roman Polanski, Poland
Corrida lnterdite Denys Colomb de Daunant, France
Allures Jordan Belson, U.S.A.
La Jetee Chris Marker, France

Concert of M: Kabal Walerian Borowczyk, Poland
All Boys Afe Named Patrick Jean-Luc Godard, france
Ai! Yoji Kuri, Japan
Act Without Words Gui~o Bettiol, France
Actua-Tilt Jean Herman, France
Do-lt-Yourself .Cartoon Kit Bob Godfrey, england
The Games of Angels Waferian Borowczyk, Poland
The Apple George Dunning, England
The Most Richard Ballentine and Gordon Sheppard, Canada

These motion pictures have collectively won almo.st every maJor shott film award in the world, Including:.
Mannhelm Festival- Golden Ducat; Venice Film Festival -Silver Lion of St. Mark; F.I.P.R.E.S.C.f. (International Film Critics' Association) -lst Prize;
Oberhausen Festival of the Short Film- First Prize; Prix Simon Oebreuilh (Mannheim- .Dest Short Film of the Year's Festivals: Mar del Plata; Bilbao;
leipzig Festivals: San Francisco Film Festival- Golden Gate Award; International Experimental Film Competition: International Federation of Cine ClubS
Prize; Tours Festival of the Short Film- Special Jury Prize; London film Festival Selection; New York Film Festival Selection; cannes film FestlvaiDfficfal Frenclt Entry; Official Belgian Entry; Annecy reslival of the Animated Film - Special Jury Prize; Bergamo Festival of Films on Art- Diploma: Trieste
Festival. of Science Fiction Films - Grand Prize; Prix JEAN VI GO - French Film Critics' Award; Cracow Festival of the Short Film~ Mll~n -1st Prize Of
International Technical Industry of the Cinema; Melbourne Film Festival -1st Prize.
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MONDAY; JAN. 22,7:30 P.M.

U.N.M. CONCERT .HALL

ADMISSION-ADULTS 1.50-FACULTY 1.25-STUDENTS 1.00
Box Office Will Be Open At 6:30 P.M.

MONDAY EVE., FEB. 5-8:15 P.M.
All Seats Reserved - 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

STUDENTS

~

PRICE

Tickets Now Available

Tel. 277-3121

JOSE GRECO
DANCE COMPANY
SAT. EVE., JAN. 27 -

8: 15 P.M.

RESERVED SEATS $4.50, $4.001 $3.50, $2.50
STUDENTS DISCOUNT $1.00
Tel. 277-3121
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.Letters
Carmichael Eagerly
Awaited
Dear Editor:
In reading the January 10 edition of The Lobo in which appear-ed a letter protesting the scheduled appearance at UNM of Stokley Carmichael, a famous saying
of Victor Hugo came to mind:
"~ould you realize what Revolution is, call it Progress; and would
you realize what Progress is, can
it Tomorrow."
With due deference to the arguments of J. Scheifer and co-signers, nevertheless, it should be remembered that Mr. Carmichael
represents a very viable force in
the United States-black revolution, rebellion, insurrection, liberation, power (call it what you
may).
In dealing with revolution, one
cannot look backward to yesterday, but only forward with the
hope that tomorrow wiii be one
of progress. The black revolution
in America should be confronted
for what it is: a determined, if belated, effort to end the exploitaU9.n and dehumanization of colored men.
·
Money is not the essence of the
issue. Perhaps $1500 is too much
to pay to hear Carmichael's ideas.
But, on the other hand, perhaps
like myself, there are Afro-American students at UNM who are
disenchanted by the necessity of
paying more than $1500 to acqu_ire
an "education" replete with racist
connotations.
To look at the curriculum offered by UNM, one would almost
think the Afro-American has no
cultural heritage. To look at campus life, one would almost think
the Afro-American student has
nothing to contribute but entertainment on the athletic fields;
which incidentally, also is a welc2me source of income for the
University. can it what you will,
but these are only two examples
of the practices which Carmichael
deplores.
Though deeply committed to the
philosophy of nonviolence and opposed to the advocacy of violence
as the ultimate solution to America's race problem, still, I eagerly
await to hear from Stokley. Until
then, I remain very truly yours
in revolution.
William M. Walker

Women's Personal Defense
Course Sought
Dear Editor:
I would like to have one question answered.
•Why doesn't the University offer a personal defense course to

Letters are welcome, and
should be no longer than 250
words typewritten. double
spaced. 'Name, telephone number and address must be included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

both men and women instead of
just men?
I am in the men's personal defense course and the only answers
I have received to this ~question
are that the women's physical education department thinks that it
is either too dangerous (there are
fewer actual injuries in personal
defense than there are in girls'
badminton), or that it is unladylike.
This is 1•idiculous. I admit that
anyone who takes this course will
· leave the class rather tired and
sore on some days, and even black
and blue, but this should be the
girl's own choice whether or not
she wishes to take the course, and
she should know ahead of time.
As for the fact that it is unlady-like, well, a thief or a rapist
is no gentleman either, and she
would not need the skiiis which
she is taught unless she was attacked.
Coach Seidler has said that he
would have liked to have had a
course such as this started quite
a while back, and he can see no
reason for not having it.
I would like to state a case
which I saw in a California newspaper some months back.
The story told of an 18-yearold girl who was attacked on the
street at night. In the fight she
somehow got a sharp object out
of her purse and stabbed the attacker.
When the case came to court
she received two years in prison
for "assault with a deadly weapon.'' The man got off without
being charged.
In that state and many others,
even tear-gas guns are now illegal, so since a woman cannot
carry a weapon of any sort, I'd
say it was about time they learned how to use their hands to protect themselves.
I plan to circulate a petition
among students to get a women's
personal defense course started.
James S. Grubert

Don't Knock the
'Underground'
Dear Editor:
Too many people seem to have
the wrong idea about experimental movies. For instance: twice
The Lobo has printed a statement
by Concert Hall Director William
Martin in connection with a program of "experimental films"
scheduled by the Concert Hall:
"These films are ·not to be confused with the underground films
receiving so much attention today
. . . (They are, instead) fully.
professional, not pornographic,
and of prize-winning qua 1it y.''

This statement seems to me to
reflect a widespread prejudice
which needs refutation.
It is wrong to assume that underground films are pornographic,
amateurish, and· of low general
quality, thoug·h of course -adme
have ·been ail these things. Abstract color films by relative unknowns like Bruce Bailie ("Castro
Street"), Tony Siani, John Hawkins, and James Whitney ("Papis")-aii of which have been
shown in Albuquerque as "underground" films-are beautiful and
highly professional works of art;
some have won prizes at film
festivals, and they can by no
stretch of the imagination be
considered pornographic.
I can commend the Concert
Hall and the Cultural Program
Committee for scheduling some
as they think "daring" cinema.
They are .reflecting a part of the
great excitement connected with
the use of movies as a fine-arts
form today. But just for the record, I wish they wouldn't knock
the so-called "underground."
Dan Butler

Which Is More Dangerous.?

TO THE

Movies: Your Best
Entertainment

EDITOR.
"The main change has been in
the audience. Today, people go
to see a movie; they no longer
go to the movies." We can't de- ·
pend on habit anymore. We have
to make "I've got to go see that
m(lvie" movies.

Dear Editor:
I was . pleasantly sur,llrise~
when I .came to UNM to discover
a good selection of movies in the
UNM community, namely the
Friday night Foreign Film Fare
This past fall Friday night
in the Union, the movies at Don films such as "The Shop on Main
Pancho's and the underground Street," "sundays and Cybele,"
movies.
and "The Gospel Accoxding to St.
Films are increasingly becom- Matthew," have left strong mes- .
ing a media that "educates, stim- sages in the hearts and minds of
ulates, and provokes." The film the viewers.
·
that is merely a two-hour form
Tonight in the Union the· "Balof ef\tertainm(lnt that is quickly lad of a Soldier," one of the most
forgotten is dying. Movie attend- moving anti-war movies ever
ance is going up and the majority made will be shown. Made in Rus'of the ticket buyers are the sia in 1960 by Grigori Chukhai, it
younger generation.
was shown in the United States
Leaders in the film industry on an exchange program. It was
are younger, more "turned-on;" ·acclaimed as the best · Russian
and more concerned. Jean-Louis movie since World War II. Also
Comolli, "Cahiers" editor said, to be shown in the future is "To
"Today fewer and fewer films aim Die in Madrid," a documentary
to distract. They have become not film compiled from the original
a means of escape, but a means newsreels. It was also highly
of approaching a problem. Th,e ,;r, praised and viewers will be moved ·
cinema is no longer enslaved to by the tragedy and conflict. More
a plot. The story simply becomes films are planned. I extend my
a pretext."
congratulations to UNM and Don
Robert Evans, 37, the head pro- Pancho's.
ducer at Paramount Pictures said,
Bill Coleman

Dear Editor:
Is there someone who can teii
me why the personal defense
course which the University physical education department offers
is only open to men?
By GREG MacALEESE
It would seem to me that women need a course such as this as
much as men do, if not more.
I wish that everyone would Vanderbilt's book of lltiquette."
There are, of course, those who stop knocking poor old Stokley
"Yes, and then last year I went
would disagree with me and say Carmichael. He's really a nice to the Bahamas to get away from
that men are the ones who have guy.
it all and who should I meet down
to fight, either defending themThat's right .•• I mean it •.. t h e r e but what's-his-nameselves or their loved ones.
he's a nice guy. It's just that .he's Powell, from New York. He seemBut what of the girl who is had an unhappy childhood • . . ed like such a nice man that I began to like him. And then somewalking home, alone, on a dark and an unhappy adulthood, too.
night, down a dark, poorly lit
I talked to big Sto • . • that's one told me that this Powell was
street. What happens to her if what his friends can him • . . the a practicing congressman from
a man half-a-foot taller than she other day.
Harlem and that he was taking a
and weighing fifty to a hundred
"I reaUy bate to be causing forced vacation in the Bahamas,
pounds more than she does, sud- . everybody al1 this trouble," he because he used public money to
denly jumps at her and attacks said. "It's just that everyone take his secretary on his business
her? What does she do ? Stand seems to be picking on me,"
trips. Well, I was never so indigthere and let herself be killed or
nant
in my life •.. do you know
* .. *
maimed for life ? Start running,
".When did this begin 1" I asked that Powell is married too? I
only to be caught up to and then him.
bet there was some hanky-panky
be killed?
"Well, actually it began the going on.''
"You just like people too much,
Then there is the woman who first day I was born • • . bow
is left alone in her house at night. would you like to be slapped on Sto.''
* ... •
What does she do if a burglar, your you-know-what? And by a
white
doctor,
too?
And
then
when
"I know. But the real clincher
not realizing anyone is in the
house, decides to rob her house I was small, I used to have this was when I took my annual round
and, finding her, decides to at- love for matches. I used to go -the-world trip. Golly, I was looktack and/or kill her? What can around saying 'Burn, baby, burn.' ing forward to it so much, too.
I tried to set fire to the school- How was I to know that while
she do?
house once •.• and to some white my plane was stopped for reI can tell you.what she can do. kids too. And all I got for it was fueling to Havana, I was going
She can defend herself by learn- a spanking from my mother. So to have my picture taken with
ing some of the defensive tech- when I was just a kid, I decided some man named Castro. And
niques which are taught in the that when I grew up, I'd burn up then everyone said he was a
personal defense course offered anything that 1 wanted to.''
friend of mine. How silly, Everyby the University.
* *. *
one knows that I hate Mexicans.
~·wen, what happened when
I am a girl who has been sitting
"The I went to North Viet N am.
in on one of the personal defense you grew up?"
I really meant to go to South
"Things go worse as l grew up. Viet Nam, but I have a lousy
classes for the last two months.
When
I got to college I tried to sense of direction.''
Through watching the coach teach
join
the
Theta Eta Zeta fraternhis students (all men) the tech"I reaily feel sorry for you,
ity
.
•
.
but
they wouldn't let me
niques of self-defense and then
Sto.''
practicing these techniques with in. Maybe it was my personality,
.. * •
my boyfriend who is one of the or something, And then I wanted
"And
now
it's reached the
students, I have learned many to transfer to the University of breaking point. I've been asked
defensive techniques which I may Alabama in my senior year. They to speak at UNM • • . about how
wouldn't take me-they said that
someday have a use for.
to avoid forest fires, I think. And
I didn't play footbaii."
There are those who say that
what
happens . . , some old peo"That certainly sounds bad,
a course such as personal defense Sto," I said.
ple decide that I'm too nice a guy
would be too dangerous for a
"But that isn't the worst of it. to speak to a surly bunch of exwoman to take. Well, why can't Ail my life I wanted to join the tremist college students. So they
this decision be left up to us KKK. I always wanted to run want me to be taken off the prowomen? After all, I do think we around in white sheets. It's great gram."
can decide which is more danger- fun. But do you know what those
"That is the saddest story I've
ous-getting a few bruises learn· mean men did to me? They burn- ever heard, Sto."
ing how to defend ourselves or ed a cross on my front lawn • . .
, • , my mother warned
getting raped, maimed for life, I had just put it in too. You'd me."Well
She said, 'Stokley, if you keep
or even killed because we were think that a simple no would playing with matches, some day
too stupid to learn how to defend have sufficed.''
you're gonna get burned.' I guess
ourselves.
.. * ...
that she's right. No one Jikes a
Sandra M. Schauet·
"Some people don't go by Amy fire bug.''

lQue Pasa?

s.~p.s •
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Supports Carmichael's
. Right To Be Heard

..

and sports you'll get a little
they will be al,lle to hear or quesja;!-z
•.
tion him in person.
Th~re
·
you have the breakdown
DearEditor: .
The:;e will not be of the type
who protest to the newspapers of
as basic as can be
In reply to the many protests, this community, or to the Univer- Oh~ Yes, there'll still be classical
both on and off the campus sity, or to the· governor of the
for you and also thee.
against having Stokley Carmi- state, against ·the right of Mr.
By
thee I am referring to J. L.
chael speak at UNM Feb. 13, 1 · Carmichael to speak here. No,
:who's
a I r e a d y screaming
would like to say that there are · these will· be mostly intelligent
"DRAG"
many students who would like to people 'who recognize the need to
hear Mr. Carmichael. How many hear or question and possibly Just because the new sound
won't fit his stuffy bag.
or if they would be a majority learn from such controversial
speakers as Mr. Carmichael.
As KUNM broadcasts now-most
would he hard to say.
·
I will go so far as to say that
of the students don't listen,
when Mr. Carmichael speaks here
Not one of these present proBut
old J. L. was happy as his
testers was heard when Alan
he wil !have a capacity audience. Stang of the John Birch Society
words in print were missin'.
There will be many in that audience that do not Hke or will came to Albuquerque last Novem- Present programing fits his bag
ber to warn us against the Rusand he is oh so haughty,
question that Mr. Carmichael sian-supplied army of Spanish
stands for, but they will go to land-grant holders in northern But the coming change for all
concerned has made J. L. just
hear him none the less, so that Mexico, This is the same Mr.
naughty.
Stang who warns agai~st other
hnported Swiu ch..,. ·
communist plots like former The Radio Board worked so hard
Ordinarily $2.00 lb.
President Eisenhower, fiouridatrying to do its part
Special $1.39 lb,
tion, and Bobby Kennedy.
And J. L. rises from the dead
Fremont's '
Everyone has the right to speak
screaming "DRAG" before the
in America or at least they are
-4 Specially Faod ShoPstart.
supposed to. Mr. Carmichael has
' Corouado Center
298·!l483
been invited to speak here at True, this is mere doggerel, the
words that I now toss,
UNM and many of us students
would
like
to
hear
him.
We
are
But must I be a J. L. just to get
I
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
not so closed-minded as are so
my point across?
many of our. :fellow citizens of
and CLEANING
-----'OH, I FEEL SO
New Mexico. You build us a uniCoin-op Dry-Cleaning
versity so that·we may gain weiiand Laundry
BEAUDACIOUS!
rounded educations and now youOpen 8 AM-8 PM
Counselor Always on Duty
The Priest from the East
are trying to tell us who we
247..()836
2106 Central S.E.
should listen to and who we may
not.
Tom Diilon

DISCOUNJS 10 UNM
STUDENJS & FACUL1Y

Louis Vrattos
Jewel en

The Priest Retaliates

Expe.1 on Swiss and
American Watches

WATCHES- GIFJS
DIAMONDS

Chaparral Apartments
• No rent 'tiD '68
• lmmedi•te .oecu_pancy in just eom•
pJcted large 1 bedroom apartment
• Beautiful :Mediterranean fumlture
• Wall to wall carpet
• Lovely kitchen with dlaJl(1811! and
avacado colored stove, refrigerator
and dishwaaher
• Recreation room-Laundry facilities
• Buzzer security syatem
• Convenient to University and Downtown
• Utilities J;laid-8orry no pets

$125 and $130
521 Spru<e SE
Phone 243·2885 ar 243-0706

Dear Editor:
Of KUNM Radio it has been
printed and read
That beginning next semester
they'Il get out the lead.
In picking up the pace they're
gonna emphasize pop,
New programing percentages say
some classical they'll chop.
Now I shall explain without being shrewd
Just what this breakdown on pop
will include.
Besides. what's known as basic
pop, they'll have a little folk
With a sprinkling of humor, just
for a joke.
If the students see fit, some rock
they're gonna get
For releasing of their tensions
and for working up a sweat.
Be it known-the brothers won't
be left out in the cold ·
For as they choose to dig it,
there'Il be a choice of soul.
I'm not screening pollution of
what KUNM now has,
But mixed with news broadcasts

PATRONIZE LOBO AD~~:n5ar~
DATE CROWD - VISIT US

.CAMPUS
BILLIARDS
2406 Central Ave.

S~E.

Color TV-'- 10 per cent student discount on jointed cues,
cases and playing time.
. FREE COFFEE FOR PLAYERS

OFF AND AWAY
For Semester Break
Mexico-Hawaii?
For Reservations-Informotion-Tickets
Call 265-7611 Your Travel Number

~-~
L SERVICE

Jill

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

FAST and DELICIOUS! 1
JUST 5 MIN.

FROM~,..,.,...,,.,

..

DER CHILl DOG
DER MUSTARD DOG
DER KRAUT DOG

18c

DER POLISH DOG

SOc
DRINKS
10 AND 20c
OPEN TILL 1:00

We Now Have the

Pizza &Spaghetti Room
Open for Your Dining Convenience
Everyone Welcome
Sorry- No Liquor Served to Minors

J/R. GG ,.~~~~··· ,..
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Guaranteed 30 Minute Dorm Delivery
In the Triangle Lounge Restaurant-Central at Girard NE
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A young lass named Mary from Gary
Had looks that were quite ordinary
But boyfriends galore
Beat a path to her door
Cause out of Schlitz-never was Mary.

j
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yoming Would Like to Ambush Lobos

,BY NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Wyoming would like to ride
!!lowly into Albuquerque Saturday night, ambush the undefeated
an deighth-ranked Lobos, and then
gallop back to Laramie with a
precious Western Athletic Conference victory tucked safely in
j
the saddle bags.
: And the Wyoming Cowboys
can think of no better time for
an ambush than with 6 foot 8
Lobo center Ron Sanford a doubtful player in the contest.
Sanford, still recovering from
a week-old eye injury, will see
no . more than limited action in
tomorrow night's game at University Arena. Game time is 8:05.
But New Mexico State thought
it had the perfect ambush set
last week in the Las Cruces badlands only to have the Bob King
ambush upset the Aggie effort.
The Lobos have worked in semisecrecy all week and might have
another winning surprise awaiting the upset-minded Cowboys.
In a season and a half, the
Cowboys are the only team that
has made a sneak atack work
well enough to defeat the Lobos
in the new 14,831-seat University
Arena.
Wyoming and the Lobos ended
the regular season WAC play here
a year ago, with the viaitors
gaining a share of the league
title with a 65-64 upset win.
The bunch from Laramie will
come into Albuquerque with a
9-3 record-a far cry from 13-0.
But don't let that deceive you.
The Cowboys posted a 15·14
overall record last season, but
went 8-2 in conference competition.
They also won a post-season
playoff game with Brigham
Young for the right to represent
the WAC in the NCAA regional
competitiop.
Las Vegas bookmakers picked
UNM as a six-,point favorite
over Wyoming early in the week
but Coach King is leery of th~
visiting Cowboys who play basketball as well as their schoolmates play football.

Bookies Back UNM
An Associated Press story Wednesday said Las Vegas, Nev.,
bookmakers pick New Mexico
over Wyoming by six points here
Saturday. It will be the opening
Western Athletic Conference contest for UNM and defending
league champion Wyoming,

The UNM coach picks WyomThe Cowboys slowed their ofing to repeat as WAC champion · fense some last year, but are
this year. About the Saturday back to running this year, King
game King says, ''W e'I'e going calls it "more of a :free-lance
to have to have a real great ef. ball club than a year ago." They
fort. We're hopeful Sanford will could use a shuffle, similar to the
be able to help us. Undoubtedly, one Air Force used here, again10t
it will be very limited action if the Lobos,
he plays at all.
Cowboy coach Bill Strannigan
"Wyoming has a really fine has five returning lettermen with
ball club. They're strong, have senior Harry Hall leading the atgood speed, good shooting, and tack with a 19.1 scoring average.
an experienced bench."
He is the top scorer and the 6

.

•

•

foot 2 guard is the man Stannigan
looks to for the big points.
On the bench this season, Wyoming has one of last season's
starters and the top reserve of
1966-67. Stan Dodds, 6 foot 5,
and Carl Ashley, 6 foot 6, are the
two sophomores who have moved
into starting roles, both scoring
in double figures.
Guard Mike Eberle and 6 foot
8 junior Gary Von Krosig round
out the top five for Wyoming.
Senior Ron Nelson, with a 20point average, is the Lobo scoring leader. Greg (Stretch) Howard is the top rebounder with
127 in 13 games. Sanford was
second in scoring and rebounding
until his injury. Howard is averaging 14.6 points per game and
says he will "make up" for Sanford not playing Saturday night.
Sophomore Ron Becker and
junior Howie Grimes are the
other Lobos scoring in double
figures, Grimes at 10 points per
game and Becker at 11.
Nelson, Becker, and Grimes are
the only three Lobos who have
played in all 13 ball games. The
rest of the team has missed at

least one game each.
King will start Dave Culver in
place of Sanford 1\gainst Wyoming. Steve Shropshire and Keith
Griffith will probably be in for a
lot of the play also.

i1';$i!i
.Makera of Hand Made
Indian Jewel17
OLDTOWN

because you care
about your clothing!
· DRY CLEANING the
.
Sanitone Professional
way

call 243-5671 today!

Holidays Are Fun
And Fun is Food at
Bob's- Got the Finest
When the Holidays
Hit Ya' Heart
The Heart hits
the Hunger
Dine at Bob's
and Have a Bu,.ger

•

~

•

~

Tired of Getting

90.1 Mcs.

Bookstore Prices
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Tomorrow Night

Wyoming's Cowboys Travel to UNM . 6th-Ranked Utah,
To Take on Nationally Ranked Lobos lobos Lead WAC

LARAMIE, WYO.-This Sat- 04.
urday the Wyoming Cowboys will
The two teams combined have
return to the scene of the win six of the top ten scorers in the
that gave them a Hhare of the WAC conference. Wyoming ranks
Western
Athletic
Confe1·encc third (Harry Hall, 19,1), sixth
basketball title last season.
(Carl· Ashley, 16.3) and tenth
Last yeal' the Cowboys nippell (Stan Dodds, 13.7). The Lobos
the Lobos, 65-64 in Albuquerque, rate second (Ron Nelson, 20.0)
to tie Brigham Young for the eighth (Ron Sanford, 15.8) and
crown. Coach Bill Strannigan's ninth (Greg Howard, 14.0). Dodds
crew went on to defeat the Cou- leads the conference in field goal
gars, 70-63, and move into the percentage hitting at a .565 clip.
NCAA playoffs.
Gary Von Krosigk, the Pokes'
The Lobos are currently unde- 6-8 centeJ.', ranks third in refeated in 13 games and ranked · bounds, grabbing an average of
ninth (AP) nationally. The Cow- 10.6 a game and the Lobos' Greg
boys are 9-3 on t}:le year plus <I Howard is fourth with an average
.
win over the Australian Olympic of !1,8.
team.
New Mexico, off to its best
Wyoming picked up its ninth start since 1933-34, leads the conwin last weekend by defeating ference in team defense (67.3),
Denver, 107-96, and New Mexico rebounding percentage (.561), and
stretched its win streak to 13 by . scoring difference (13.1 points.).
whipping New Mexico State, 71- The Cowboys are runners-up in
four categoriea-offense (87.8),
field
goal percentage (.472), free
No other conference in the
throw
percentage (.721), and
country can match the Western
~coring difference (0.3).
Athletic Conference's record of
having on{l-half of its teams
(Utah 6th, Wyoming l?th, and
New Mexico 15th) rated in UI'I's
top twenty, or one-third of its
teams (Utah 6th, New Mexico
lOth) in AP's top ten. The Southeastern Conference, with three of
The
Women's
Extramural
its 11 members ranking in both Council at UNM will sponsor the
polls, comes closest.
annual Intermountain VolleyballBowling Sportsday this Saturday,
Jan. 13, in Carlisle GymnasHoliday tournament all-toumey
ium.
selections from Western Athletic
Conference members included
Visiting teams include New
New Mexico guard Ron Nelson Mexico Highlands University,
and center Ron Sanford in the Adama State College, Southern
Lobo Invitational, Wyoming for- Colorado State University, and
ward Mike Eberle in the Los An- Western State College of Cologeles Classic, BYU forward Kari rado.
Liimo in the All-College, Utah
UNM volleyball teams have
guard Merv Jackson in the Far taken first place in the InterWest Classic, and Arizona State mountain conference for the past
center Bob Edwards, and guard two years, with an undefeated
Roger Detter in the Sun Devil record for all matches.
Classic.

Annual Sportsday ·
Planned Saturday

OPEN ·24··HOURS- ·-·
105 Central N.W. 247-8626

SENIOR ~YOMIN~ GUARD Harry H~ll is ~ne of the C~wboys
expected to g1~e Bo.b l{mg's Lobos headaches in their WAC conference
op~ner at Umv!!rs1ty Arena Saturday night. Hall, averaging 19.1
pomts a game, IS the man Wyoming coach Bill Strannigan looks to
when the Cowboys get into a tight spot,
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Students I I I
Downtown for a show
or shopping? Eat at

Lobo Ron Sanford
Loses Two Teeth
To add to his woes, UNM center Ron Sanford had two teeth
pulled Wednesday. A week ago he
injured his eye on a trampoline
in gym class and missed the New
Mexico State game.
New Mexico Coach Bob King is
not cel'tain whether the 6 foot 8
Sanford will see any action in
the game against Wyoming tolllOI'l'OW night or not.
Befo1·e the eye injury, he was
the team's second leading scorer
and rebounder.

SALT LAKE CITY - After
more than a week'a rest, Utah's
sixth-1.'anked Redskins will get
back in the thick of it this weekend with two Western Athletic
Conference games. It will mark
the opening of the conference
season for Utah after compiling
an 11-1 record in pre-sea~>on play.
The Sun Devils of Arizona
St~tte, who came within five points
of upsetting Arizona last Saturday, wil !take to .the Ute hardwoods Friday at .8 p.m.- The Utes
hold a sl~ght edge in the 13-game
series with ASU having won seven and losing six. S!!tUrday, Brigham Young Univernity and Utah
will switch partners ·as the Wild~
cats fron1 the University of Arizone take the floor in Einar Nielsen Fieldhouse for the first of
two scheduled · afternoon games
on the Redskins home court.
TIP-OFF FOR the Saturday
affair is set for 2:15 p.m. Saturday will also mark the second in
a series o:f · Western Athletic
Conference basketball games to
be televised throughout the intermountain area.
Last yeal', the Redskins split
a pail· of . games with the Wildcats bringing their total of wins
to 13 in an 18-game series. Arizona was considered to be one of
the powers of the WAC prior to
the opening of the season. Their
current 6C6 record may be somewhat deceiving, however, as a
majority of their games have
been played on the road.
IN STATISTICS released from
the Weatern Athletic Conference
office last week, Utah nailed down
a number of prime positions in
many categories. The Redskins
lead in team offense with a scoring average of 88.2 per game.
The Ute's All American candidate Mervin Jackson is the leading scorer, having compiled 277
points in 12 games for an average of 23.1 per game.
Jeff Ockel, Utah's 6-7 pivot man,
is the leading rebounder with an
average of 11.8 takedowns per
game. Jackson and Ockel rank
first and second in free-throw
shooting percentage, and Utah's
five starters are all among the

away
top. nine free-throw shooters in ,004
New
Mexico in ·
the. conference.
age. Strangely·
IN ADDI'l'ION, all five are . Utah or New Mexico
among the top 20 in scoring aver- conference in every team
age. Utah's senior guard Walt gory.
Simon is third in fieldgoal shooting percentage, only ,030 away
from the lead.
In team statistics, Utah leads
the conference in fieldgoal percentage with .476, and is only
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Need Help 1
Call Us For

Allstate Road
Service
2 Trucks Available
24 Hours a Day

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central $.E.

842-9148
rl

OPEN 24 HOURS

General Tires

Gold Bond Stamps

McDonald'S
.. YOUR KIND OF PLACE!..

1¢ DAY!
BUY ONE HAMBURGER- GET ANOTHER
FOR ONLY 1¢ -SATURDAY, JAN. 13th

3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N. W.
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HIGHLY. INTERESTING I

For Your Books?

LOVERS OF GENTLE 'CONSORTS,

Try The

FOlD GR!NDPAPAS,

Non-Profit

W\.\)e,y. a.\\.\\ C"\.\\\.~e,"'-,
Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,

&~~'-<&P~o.~~n.'r ~'ta.,n.~mumn"ta.~,

Book Exchange

MAIDEN AUNTIES,
GENEROUS UNCLES,

EXPECTANT liEGES,
AN:O

HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,
A..LL~
Without Distinction o:f Age or Sex,
W"ILL FIND

Bring Your Books Week
January 22-27
Room 128 SUB

Finals Week
Open 9..5

Books Will Be Sold During Registration Week
and the Following. Week

,Tired of Living
at Home?
Have you come to the conclusion that it's pretty
hard to meet new people when you live at home?
Do all your little brothers and sisters make studying for finals a little rough? Are the stars still out
when you have to leave for class? Why not move
into The College Inn? For a modest amount, you
can enjoy collegiate living at its best. Come by
and see why nearly 4,000 students in the West
and Southwest find College Inn Jiving the finest
anywhere.

The only charge will be 5% to pay labor

UNRIVALLED!

))50

Set Your Own Prices !
(Bookstore Prices Will Be Available For C
. )
ompanson

303 Ash St. NE

243-2881

(If you flunk, at least you'll be awake.)
Sure you've used NoDoz to help you
stay awake the night before an exam.
But have you ever thought of taking
NoDoz to make yourself a little sharper
during the exam itself?
Well, maybe you should.
Let's say you're one of those guys
who doesn't have to cram like mad the
night before. (Even so, you're probably
not getting your usual amount of sleep.)
And let's say the morning of the big.
exam, you find yourself heading for
class, kind of drowsy and unwound
and wondering if The Great Brain has
deserted you in the night.
What do you do?
You panic, that's what you do.
Or, if you happened to read this ad,
you walk coolly over to the water cooler
and wash down a couple of NoDoz, the

Exam Pill. And before long you're feeling more alert and with it again.
You see, NoDoz helps bring you up
to your usual level of alertness, so you
don't just sit there in a fog; it's got what
it takes to help restore your perception,
your recall, and even your ability to
solve problems.
In fact, NoDoz contains the strongest
stimulant for your mind that you can
take without a prescription. Yet it's not
habit forming.
Okay, but what about the guy who
goofs oU all term and has to jam every·
thing in the night before.
Are we saying NoDoz will keep him
from flaming out?
Nope.
We're just saying
he'llbe alert and awake.
As he flunks.

'' ~·
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y ·Lamour, .'Hello, Dolly!', Martin Score Hit
By CHUCK NOLAND
A $2-million package of entertainment came to UNM's $2-million Concert HaU last night when
Dorothy Lamour and the· touring
company of "Hello, Dolly!" opened a three-night run before a sellout crowd which would have stayed all night if the performers had.
It is doubtful that Albuquerque
has seen in recent years-if at all

-such an array of talent as appeared on · the Concert Hall's
stage last night, But one can hope
that William Martin, Concert Hall
director, will be around to provide
more of the same for many years
to come.
Miss Lamour was dazzling as
Dolly Gallagher Levi, the matchmaker and mistress-of-all-trades
about New York near the turn of

the century. Dolly, who since her
husband died, has been earning
her living )lrimarily by helping
marriageable--and
not-so-marriageable--individuals find suitable mates, finally tires of it and
longs for the proverbial home
fires. She vows that she will begin
to live again by marrying Horace
Vandergelder (Eric Brotherson),
a "half-a-millionaire" from Yonkers~

But before she can trap Vandergelder she must get his mind off
of Irene Molloy (Leslie Daniel),
a New York milliner to whom
Dolly originally introduced him.
How she finally does it while
succeeding in getl:ing him to approve of his niece's beau; helping
two of his overworked and underpaid employees who cheat him out
of a day off and go to New York
("At 33, I guess it's .about time
I kissed a girl," says one) ; and

TOMORROW NIGHT
AT 12:15-ADULTS ONLY

By RICHARD' HILLARD

"Richard Hillard has produced and directed
one of the most original films in a long
while."-Wm. Wolf, Cue Magazine.

producing a happy denouement
for all-that's for the 4004 lucky
ones who hold tickets to the last
two ·sellout performances to find
out.
Miss Lamour who called the
Concert Hall of the finest audi- ,
toriums she has seen, dazzling
-no other word will do. Andrea
Bell, a petite, green-eyed blonde,
is spectacular as Minnie F<l.Y, Mrs.
Molloy's clerk. She almost stole
the first act singlehandedly last
night, Other special credit goes
to Dick Leppig and Jess Richards,
who turned in beautiful performances as Vandergelder's naive
clerks, and Judith Drake, the enor"
mons, unmarriageable Ernestine.
But the greatest credit of all is
due William Martin, who neV'er

seems to stop ..scoring successes
on all his Concert Hall programs.
Let's hope, for the sake of Ul\l'M
and of Albuquerque, he doesn't.
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Lobos Lose First - See p. 11
IE

RES

By BOB STOREY
ThP. controversy over the
scheduled appearance of black
power advocate Stokely Catmichael came to an abrupt end Jan.
18 with the cancellation of his
engagement, but the incident left
many people doubting the effect.iveness of the UNM speakers
policy and reflecting on the mood
of New Mexico citizens.
The controversy which saw
heated protests from veterans'
and citizens' groups, in letters to
the editors in local newspapers,
and from state legislators began
when the ASUNM Speaker's
Committee announced Carmichael's Feb. 21 speaking date,

WANT ADS·

SHOWS:

OPEN 2 PM

50

c.c.

2:20 ~ 3:50 • 5:30
7:00. 8:30. 10:00

SUZUKI
·SPORTCYCLES
.:.. Full

TO

500

c.c.

12 Month12,000 Mile

MODELS

SERVICES
TYPING WANTED: 7 ;vn~. experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Excellent accuracy. Straight typing (term
PaPers etc.) 35¢ per page-you furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
nights. 242-9461.
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, aU
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
P.m. on lllonday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
248-0588.
HELP WANTED: 3 female students to
work 4 hours per day, $1.65 per hr
after training. CBII 268-9972.
·

>

/

/' / .
"

.

THE PUBLIC seemed to resent
the fact that the committee had
agreed to pay the cQntroversial
leader in the· Negro revolution

.

·., "'-·~ ~'

::;::-.:

..

~1500.

***

ROOlll &, BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UN:M! Tr:v this for
living. 20 meals a week. color rt, maid
and Hnen service !or collEge students.
The College Inn, 303 Ash Street, N.E.,
Phone 243-2881."

Carmichael Issue

THE MOST BREATH-TAKING AIID
PASSIONATE LOVE STORY OF ALL TIME I
))))))))

(((((({~

&RAND PRIZE WINNER 1966 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

FOR RENT

SOLO

........

LOST

SUZUKI

GIRL's Silver 1: Turquoise Ring. In the
new Library-fmt floor ladie' room.
Loot on .January 5 at 1 :40 p.m. Phone
243-5438 evenings, please. Reward.

TODAY
AT

,.OF01WSP0~7r
FORMERl-Y CUSHMAN MOTOR&

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

To Bar Speakers Will Recur

PHONE 265-6531

"DAZZLING,.-Saturday Review "RARE,.-New York Times
"BEAUTIFUL"'-New Yorkor "GREAT'"-New York Post
ClAOO£ GIROOX

7:30- 9:30

265-1669

PIII!INIS

COLOR

COMPLETE SHRIMP DINNERS 95¢ & up
CHICKEN SPECIALS2 PIECES OF CHICKEN 85¢
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.10
4 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.35 & up

HAMBURGERS
and all Popular
Sa'ndwiches

NEW MEXICO LOBO
-ESQUE
lRIIIICILIII.
PANAVISION'

"*"..ADilectNIIJ
STANLEY DOHEHI
IMDISAI.IIEWSE

BREAKFAST ALSO SERVED
Sat, 7& 10
Sun.S &8

Theatre

GREG HOWARD GOES AIRBORNE like this many times in a Lobo
basketball game and every one of the 17 teams New Mexico has beaten
this season has had a tough time keeping him away from the boards.
Stretch has provided invaluable board strength for the Lobos all season
along with consistent scoring and aggressive defensive play. Howard,
a 6 foot 8 sophomore junior college transfer from Pittsburgh, Pa.,
broke into the Lobo starting lineup in the season opener. (Photo by
Pawley)

SANTA FE-Rep. Bobby Mayfield (D-Dona Ana) says he does
not "question the right or the
legality" of UNM bring any
speaker to campus.
The announced gubernatorial
candidate says, "It's just a basic
belief that makes me oppose the
appearance of people like Stokely
Carmichael. I don't think any of
us (legislators} are questioning
the legality or the right.''
This basic objection to Carmichael's engagement is "~t
people would invite a traitorous

Legislators Predict Efforts

listen to KUNM
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Accross From Campus Central& Girard

State legislators issued individ- of pressure. that left UNM adual protests, calling Carmichael's (ministrators unofficially asking
appearance "disgusting.'' Carmi- "Why did they have to pick that
chael's statements against the date to bring Carmichael?"
war in Viet Nam, calliJi!g on NeThe Feb. 21 date of the speech
groes to avoid the draft and sol- coincided with the dil'y' the New
diers to desert angered many of Mexico House of Representatives
them.
was slated to vote on the educa- ·
The House of Representatives, tion appropriations part of the
as a body, reacted by passing a state budget.
Jmemorial declar:ing Carmichael
HOUSE MEMBERS were care"persona non grata" in New Mexful
to point out that their memico and suggesting that the UNM
orial
on Carmichael was only a
Regents take a .closer look at
suggestion,
but during the crutheir students' behavior.
cial voting on educational approUNIII PRESIDENT Tom Pope- priations it could be highly sugjoy issued a public statement sup- gestive.
porting the students' right to
Bernalillo county Representabring Carmichael, and Vice Presi- tive William Sego suggested that
dent for Student Affairs Dr. Har- the House committee take a closold Lavender steadfastly stood by er look at the non-earmarked
the Speakers Committee during $380,000 requested by UNM for
the barrage of protests.·
special activities. State Senator
But there was another source Bobby Mayfield, an announced
·candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor this year,
took the opportunity to offer
UNM students $1500 .if Carmichael would not come.

***

Mayfield Criticizes Lack
Of Student Responsibility

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 4 drawer filing cabinet. 4'4" >· .:;;.:liO,•.,...
x 15" x 26 ... Excellent for class notes or
just about anything. Phone 256-1669.
1/8-12.
UNITRON TELESCOPE, excellent 2.4"
refractor. Original cost $150., now $100.
Call 842-1895. Lee Dawaon. thru 2/5.
COLLEGE INN Contract at a di.scounL
CBII 243-7440 MTWTF 1:00 to 2 :00 p.m.
'58 FORD 4-door, V8, automatic. Runs
good. Best offer. 277-2650 or 242-2300.
MEN'S SKI EQIDPMENT. New White .
Stag pants, 30 long, $10. New Mac·
Gregor Ski .Tacket, medium, $15. Size
10\6 Boots, Poles & Skis all for $75.
Phone 299-4192.
COLLEGE INN Contract for sale reasonable. Phone 243-1827 from 7 to 8 p.m.

FURNISHED APT. Utilities paid. $66.00
month. 1609 Silver SE. 243-1086.

Speakers Po~ tl"~'" Uncertain
After Carmichael Uproar-·

Subscription Rates ~ $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
I

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
SANTA FE-The New Mexico
state legislature will act to censure any civil-rights speaker the
Associated Students invite to appear on the UNM campus, interviews with several legislators last
week indicated.
Late last week several representatives also said privately
that they would favor ba11ning
all highly controversial or questionable speakers from the state's
largest university.
MEMBERS of both the House
and the Senate say they will work
individually after the scheduled
Feb. 15 adjournment to force the
UNM Regents to revise their current speakers' policy.
Both houses, by near unanimous votes early in the 30-day
session passed memorials condern ...
ning UNM for inviting blackpower advocate Stokely Carmichael to speak on campus.
The Senate memorial was
passed first and used the harsher
language. The House memorial
that followed was more far-reaching, but did not mention Carmichael by name.
REP. BOBBY Mayfield (D·Dona
Ana) summed up the legislature's
continuing displeasure with the
UNM speakers' program. When
asked if Dick Gregory or other
less-militant speakers would be
more acceptable Mayfield said,
"They are all of the same ilk.
There's no difference; one is just
as bad as the next.''
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Mayfield said he would anticipate strong objections from the
legislature to any civil-rights
speaker invited to UNM. He said
be felt the protests would be
equal in intensity to those lodged
against the scheduled appearance
of Carmichael.
THE CANDIDATE for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination added, "I think this thing
will be quickly forgotten if the
students do not pursue it by inviting other like speakers to the

university. I don't think there will
be any lasting reflection on the

students at UNM, but I hope it
all dies right now."
Rep. Manuel Armijo (D-Santa
Fe), who sponsored the House
memorial, said late last week, "I
think it is about time that the
Board of Regents showed a little
adult guidance. I think they
should take back the veto power
they once had."
THE BA"l'AAN Death March
(Continued on page 2)

A VETERAN OBSERVER of
the Santa Fe body and now a
faculty member at UNM said during approval of the appropriations that UNM stood to lose
several thousand dollars in a few
character to speak. I don't think minutes depending on how the
the invitation reflected a great legislators felt at the moment.
deal of responsibility from those
Exasperation was expressed. at
who would allow him to speak," what appeared to be a power void
Mayfield said.
in dealing with the students.
Rep. Mayfield says he has no Popejoy and other University ad..
animosities toward the students, ministrators were severely critibut thinks the UNM Regents cized. The Regents received the
should quickly re-examine their brunt of the protest.
speakers' policy.
ANY l\fENTION OF the Carmi- '
It was Mayfield who offered to chael
was left oft' the propay the Associated Students the posed issue
agenda
the Regents•
$1500 they would have lost if Jan. 20 regularformeeting.
Board
they had cancelled the black members, contacted together
and
(Continued on page 3}
separately, refused to talk about
the problem. The timely cancelAdmission on ID
lation saved them from having to
confront the issue.
The speaker's policy approved
by the Regents specifically permits student groups to bring any
speaker to campus as long as the
procedure outlined in the stateThe UNM Athletic Council has ment is followed. This means inchanged the ticket policy for forming University administratLobo home basketball games so ors of when and where the speakthat students will be admitted to er is scheduled to come, and
basketball games by presenting having signed statements of actheir athletic cards at University knowledgement from the speakArena in s t e ad of picking up er's sponsors. This was done in
tickets in advance at the Johnson the Carmichael engagement.
But the cancellation headed off
Gym ticket office.
The policy change will go into a confrontation and left many
effect for the Lobos' Feb. 7 game wondering whether students, Uni~
with the New Mexico State Ag- versity administrators, and Regies and the usual 5800 student gents could have withstood more
seats will be reserved. Date tickets than a month of outside pressure
before the Feb. 21 date.
(Continued on page 7)

Basketball Ticket
Policy Is Changed

KUNM Operations Appear Smooth
Student FM radio station
KUNM seems to be running
smoothly despite the resignation
of 12 staff members, including
most of the paid executives, said
acting station manager Scott
Randall this week.
Randall was appointed Jan. 12
by Radio Board after E:arcy J oseph resigned as station manager
and walked out with 12 staff
members, including most of the
department heads.
The ·walkout came after new
prQgraming guidelines were set
up by Radio Board, said Randall.
The guidelines, approved Jan.
6, told radio station personnel to
program 75 per eent of broadcast time 'With popular music, to
hire paid disc jockies, and to
allow more people to work at the

station.
Randall said that the staff
members who resigned felt that
the Radio Board guidelines were
unworkable and that the Board
was infringing on their right to
make decisions on running the
station.
Joseph and Program Director
Jim Johnson decided that they
would resign Jan. 19, and the
other members agreed to go with
them, Randall said. They walked
out of the station at 4:45 p.m.
and shut down the transmitter,
Randall said. The station could
not go back on the air because it
did not have an engineer with a
first-class radio license, he said.
This is an FCC requirement.
Steven Van Dresser, a UNM
student who has a first-class FCC
license, came in Saturday as act-

Hillerman also said that he felt
ing engineer. The station went
back on the air with its regular Radio Board was willing to drop
programing, Randall said. It has the idea. of hiring "personalit~
continued its regular schedule 'disc jockies. because stafl' memwith four staffers.
protested that this would be
Joseph, who resigned from the bers
giving
salaries and the recogni$7,500-a-year job as station mantion
to
a few of those who do the
ager, has refused to comment on
work.
the incident. Bill Olson, former
Randall said that the remain·
news director, said the staff quit
because they thought Radio Board ing KUNM stafl' would compiy
was composed of "unprofessionals with the request for more popular programing. He said the proacting as experts.''
Prof. Tony Hillerman, Radio gram log has been revised and
Board chairman, said that the the personnel set-up has been adboard would meet tonight. There justed to allow more peOple to
are two plans, he said. One would participate in running the stagive the station manager's job to tion.
Classical music will make up
a graduate student who would
supervise the student staff. The ten per cent of the. station:s air
other plan would hire another time, with 15 per cent of the time
professional station manager sim- going for promotion, news, and
special features.
ilar to Joseph.
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